We investigate the global-symmetry projections applied to the tensor network states from the view point of the entanglement entropy and the mutual information. The projections to the translational invariant space and to the total-S z -zero space give logarithmically increasing mutual information with respect to the system size. In the anti-ferromagnetic S = 1/2 Heisenberg chain and lattice, the optimized energies become accurate numerically by using variational states of the projected tensor network states, because the projections reflecting symmetries of the ground states generate quantum entanglement.
critical system is satisfied by the MERA, which has the disentanglers as an extension of the tree tensor network (TTN) state. 10 In tensor network states including the MPS and TPS, the tensors (or matrices) having variational parameters are connected and the connection forms a network. Especially in the MERA and TTN, the networks are tree-like networks spread in spatial dimensions and one additional dimension, which is a key ingredient to satisfy the entropic area law. This network is human-designed but gives a deep insight on an intrinsic holography of the 1D critical system in the sense of the AdS/CFT correspondence. 11 In the practical use, the DMRG is still powerful, 12 because accuracy of each variational method depends not only on the type of network but also on the optimization method and computational resources.
One motivation in our preliminary study 13 was to investigate which network is the best independently of optimization schemes, where the Hamiltonian was the spin S = 1/2 Heisenberg chain, and the system size was limited to eight sites in order to compare the exact ground state and to compare many networks by one basis of evaluation, i.e., the DoF. After the optimization of the MPS, TTN, MERA, and some new network states within a given DoF D, accurate variational states are made by the symmetry projections reflecting the global symmetry of the exact ground state, such as the total S z conservation, and the translational symmetry. Due to a merit of small system-size, the symmetry projections in our preliminary study can be used for any variational states easily compared with the incorporation of the global symmetry into the tensor networks. [14] [15] [16] In addition, there is no additional cost of D in the use of the projections, even if we use two projections simultaneously. The EE and variational energy get close to the exact values by using the projections irrespective of the details of the network for fixed D. Refinement due to symmetry projections is usual for the numerical methods, 17 but one question arising from the preliminary study is why the projection of 1D translational symmetry gives larger EE than that of the S z conservation for all networks. In addition, the 2D translational symmetry cannot be discussed in N = 8 site system.
Based on this back ground, in this paper, we study numerically the difference of the translational symmetry between 1D and 2D system with N = 16 sites as a function of DoF D and discuss analytically the projection operators from the view point of the quantum entanglement and the entropic area law. To investigate both 1D and 2D
systems, we consider the anti-ferromagnetic S = 1/2 quantum Heisenberg models on the N = 16 chain and N = L 2 = 4 2 square lattice, namely
and
where s is the S = 1/2 spin operator. We impose the periodic boundary condition: s N +1 = s 1 for 1D, s L+1,j = s 1,j , and s i,L+1 = s i,1 for 2D. A motivation of this paper is to confirm that variational states used in 1D chain can be applied to 2D lattice with using the projection of 2D translational symmetry. In the 1D chain, the symmetry projections are applied to the following networks: the 1D spatially uniform MPS, TTN and MERA. To study the 2D translational invariant projection, we use the same 1D networks and the spatially uniform TPS for the 2D square lattice.
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In addition, we discuss a mutual information 19 to find out the reason for larger EE
given by the projection of 1D translational symmetry than that of the S z conservation and show the mutual information has logarithmic dependence on the system size N for projection operators.
Before showing our numerical results, we define notations following our preliminary work. 13 Projections are denoted asP P for total-S z -zero space,P T for total-kzero space,P B for bond-inversion symmetric space, andP S for site-inversion symmetric space, where k is total wave number. The translational-invariant projectionP T depends on the dimensionality, i.e.,P T = The data in Fig. 1 (a) is replotted as a function of EE with the same symbols in Fig.   1 (b) , where the EE is bipartite one separating a ring into two chains with the same length and indicates how the bipartite states on two chains are entangled. Since some networks have position dependent EE while EE of the exact ground state is uniform, we plot the spatial average of EEs. While data of the MERA depicted in blue filled circles show a series getting close to the exact value 1.279649, the data of the TTN in red filled circles ones strongly depends on the DoF of the bottom layer χ 1 . This is a different point from the N = 8 case. 13 The same point is that the projectionP T generates EE more effectively thanP P .
As well as the 1D case in Fig. 1 , we show the numerical results in the 2D Heisenberg square lattice in Fig. 2 , where the exact energy is E 0 = −11.22848. As shown in Fig.   2(a) , the TPS and other tensor networks withP T give good variational energy due to reflecting the 2D translational symmetry compared with the MPS+P, which has 1D translational symmetry. The importance of 2D translational symmetry is confirmed also in comparison with Fig. 1 . In the 1D case the tensor networks only withP T are comparable with those only withP P as shown in the inset of Fig. 1 while in the 2D
case the networks withP T become better than those withP P as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . It should be again noted that the MERA, TTN, and MPS used for Fig. 2 are the same networks with 1D case. 18 The energy correction is due toP T of 2D translational symmetry. In this sense, the dimensionality of systems, which gives big difference on the entropic area law, is absorbed byP T at least in N = 16 sites. In addition, when we compare the TTN and MERA results, we can know the effect of the disentanglers, because the networks of the TTN and MERA are almost same but the MERA has disentanglers. As a result, the disentanglers refine energy error generally both in the 1D and 2D case withP P+T . The importance of the translational symmetry is confirmed clearly by the EE shown in Fig. 2 (b) , where the exact EE is 2.028496. Since the MPS has 1D translational invariance, 18 it shows complete opposite trend. In general, the EE is recovered byP T while the states only withP P cannot get close to the exact EE. From Fig. 2 (b) , it can be concluded that EE is generated by projected network states and the projection ofP T gives larger EE than that ofP P in not only 1D but also 2D system.
Here, we discuss why the symmetry projections generate the quantum entanglement.
To simplify following discussion, we consider the 1D case and the EE between two As a trivial case, for the identity operatorP =1, we obtain rank[P ] = 1 and S A = 0.
ForP =P P , we obtain max[S A ] = log(rank[P P ]) = log(N/2 + 1). This is nothing but an entropic generation by the projection. In fact, there is the example 22 where |Ψ ofP P has the maximum EE, log(N/2 + 1). The rank of the 1D translational invariant projection P T is 2 N , which indicates max[S A ] = (N/2) log 2. Then, it is concluded that maximum EE generated by the projection from the DPS is larger forP T than that forP P . The rank ofP , however, is not a versatile guidepost for evaluation of the entanglement. It is easy to calculate I A;B = 0 for the identity operator1, and the inversion operator Fig. 3 . For I T , the asymptotic results in the thermodynamic (N → ∞)
limit are depicted as a dashed line in Fig. 3 . In addition, I
P+T in large N region gets close to the sum of I P + I T , which is quite reasonable. The system size N = 16 has been done is almost in the asymptotic region. We focus on the mutual information I A;B in the thermodynamic limit. The mutual information I S and I B in the thermodynamic limit is log 2 as seen in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, I P , I T , and I P+T are increasing logarithmically with respect to N in large N region as I A;B ∼ c log(N)+const. The coefficients c are c = 1/2 forP P , c = 1 forP T , and c = 3/2 forP P+T . This implies that these three projection operators generate significant EE in any 1D chain, because the EE of S A is increasing logarithmically at most in the 1D system even if the system is critical.
Moreover, as a result of the mutual information,P T generates larger entanglement than
In summary, we investigate the effect of the symmetry projection operators on the MPS, TPS, TTN, and MERA in the spin S = 1/2 Heisenberg 1D chain and 2D square lattice of 16 sites. Calculating the EE and the variation energy in the network states, we obtain the conclusion that the variational energy is refined monotonically by applying each symmetry projection operator which reflects the global symmetry of the exact ground state. This behavior appears irrespective of the structure of the network and will be valid for larger systems. Especially, the translational invariant projection operator generates EE most effectively in the both 1D and 2D systems. This result is consistent with the analytic result of maximum of the EE and the mutual information generated by the projection operators, which means that the property of the projection itself is important. This analysis gives the reason why larger EE in the variational calculation is obtained by the translational symmetric projection than by the other projections.
In addition, as a numerical result, dimensionality can be absorbed in the translational symmetric projection.
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